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1. Introduction

I
The Reggeon field theory (RPT) has been first formulated

by Gribov and lligdal in refs.t1"*^ . A further progress in this

field has been achieved in works by lligdal, Polyakov and Ter-

Martirosyan'- •* , Abarbanel and Bronzan^' « In these works the

infrared behaviour of RFT was investigated using the technique

of renormalization group and £ -expansion. It was shown that

in so doing one may obtain the asymptotic behaviour of the

Green function and other values of physical interest. Later or

this technique has been developed in refs.l' ^'. Further fol-

lowed a large series of works dealing with this problem (see

reviews 110
»'-М and the works cited there).

However, all these works contained one essential shortcom-

ing. All the calculations were carried out at the space dimen-

sion D=4-£, after which they were expanded in the powers of

£ а? О and later an analytical continuation to the physical va-

lue £ =2 was carried out. In refs. Le'*J the difficulties ari/

4ng at this approach were analyzed and the analytical transi-

from £ «0 to £ »2 was shown to be lacking. Besides, after



calculations in the two-Доор appreximation*- * •" it turned out

that the expansion in powera of & was a very poorly converge

ing series, and, therefore, the results obtained for critical

exponents gave rise to serious doubts«- ̂1,

The alternative to this is the direct calculation of all

the diagrams of the theory immediately at De2, which, however,

encounters serious difficulties connected with the infrared di-

vergence of theory. This opportunity was considered in detail

in refs. L
8
"

1 0
' 15-17, 20-23J

 a a d i n Q r
 p

r e v
i

o u s
 papers on

this subject»- -C we shall, therefore, not dwell on the

grounds of this approach.

Besides the infrared problem an ultraviolet one appears at

any D connected with the integrals divergence over the momentum

transfer in the upper limit which is eliminated in the theory

with D«4- 6 by means of dimensional regularization. However,

this problem has a purely formal character, since it is well

known I- '• * that in the real KPT there exist reggeon produc-

tion thresholds. The minimum possible rapidity difference along

the reggeon is determined by the production threshold

| = ̂ n(Al
l
/5.J«s2» Therefore, there appears a need to consider

the threshold effects in RPT. As shown in [22,24-26,29,30^

the consideration of thresholds must not affect the asymptotic

behaviour of critical exponents, but their introduction proves

useful for carrying out the smooth matching of the perturbation

theory and asymptotic solutions, they facilitate the perturba-

tion theory calculations at D»2, eliminating the ultraviolet

divergences of theory and, the most important, they provide the

analyticity of £ -expansion at £. =2. More details oa this will

4 .



be found in our work!- •*.

In the present work we shall keep to the following scheme

grounded in detail in refa.t
8
"

10
» 24-262^

 I n t h e o n e
_

l o o p a p
_

proximation at D=2 the pomeron renormalisation-group propagator

is calculated and the obtained propagator is expanded in

2,
series of perturbation theory. The expansion term •

 л
- T-o will

contain the sum of contributions of the first order "bubble"

and intercept renormalization counterterm. Doing the calcula-

tions in the two-loop approximation, in all diagrams where such

a "bubble" occurs as a block, we shall use instead of it the

expression containing the sum of the "bubble" and intercept re-

lormalization counterterm. Then no problems connected with the

iivergences will arise and this procedure may be repeated any

lumber of times. It is indeed possible to construct in this way

a complete two-dimensional theory, and that is what we are go-

ing to do in the present work. ,

In the second section some definitions and basic results

obtained in the one-loop approximation in ref.L -̂  will be gi-

ven. The third section deals with the pomeron Green function

in the two-loop approximation. In the fourth section we have

derived the integral representation for the pomeron propagator

in the two-loop approximation. In the fifth section the observ-

ed values are calculated and the results connected with the

asymptotically large energies are discussed.

2. Basic results of the one-loop approximation

We shall further follow the plan and the notations present-

** in refs.L
 4
~ ••. The pd»»«?ron bare inverse prooagator has the



form a

-(£-tf#V-s.*ce)i2. . CD

The bare pomeron trajectory is given as

<Х„(к*) = а
о
«а-<х

в
'к*

 s
 1- *o - oe

0
' к

г
, <2)

where

£o - 1. - *o ft» (3)
is the Ъаге shift of the pomeron intercept. The rules of the

Reggeon diagram technique are described in detail in ref.I•*,

The pomeron production threshold ?
o
 in eq.(1) is taken into

account according to ref. *•' * • The pomeron complete non-renor-

malized propagator has the form
4 .^(^ff *l

L Г YE, Л = i [6
W
ttVJ] =(E-S.-«

e
V

2
^ 4 SA - S (£,K2J(4)

where 2H is the pomeron proper self-energy part, and £*A is

the intercept renormalization counterterm.

It can be ahownf8'9'24'26^ that the fi?T Langrangian ha* a

renormalization-group invariance. Let*s introduce the reno

lization constants C-\ for the corresponding parameters of

theory
m

The renormalisation constants ?j. are defined proceed-

ing from the conditions on the renormalized propagator and the

vertex function, which, when the threshold >o i« taken into

account, have the following form



.'^<
E
-*'> L

, i г
л
YE,KJ|

W
 = « ч ; s ^ г

L+JL)

Here and later on we shall work in the generalized renormaliza

tion point /V f£--£*and Kft= Кл- J . Mie first condition

requires that the renormalized pomeron intercept should lie at

i • 1. The second condition defines the renormalization cons-

tant £3 , the rest serve as definitions of renormalized OL, a

and t .

According to L11»12»22.24]j the theory contains the fol-

Lowing dimensionless parameters

Here Q. le the renormalized dimensionless coupling constant»

It is connected with the non-renormalized constant %o by the

following relation

z 2 2 2

The renormalization constants are calculated by means of

the following equations: -i , , , , «Л

• * 3
 г

 ' ^*&
p
t



№
-i

To obtain the renormalization-group equations in multipa-

r i», m

with respect to

Бд,, Kyy and £ I ' J. In so doing one obtains a set of three

renormalization-group equations, each one of which will be de-

termined by four renormalization-group functions of the follow

(11a)

where

The renormalization constants can depend on the dimentionless

parameters 9} n}p and Ц
у
 only. The calculations of

C24Tare presented in detail in

As a result we have obtained

8



where ft. and p are the generalized renormalization-group

functions in multiparameter RFT. They have the following fomr »

f

•L "a.

(15)

(16)

Later on we shall keep to the following scheme ̂ 11'12'

/ and I

g

1. Calculate the values / and I by the perturba-

tion theory.

2. By means of eq.(1O) calculate the perturbation theory

c u in the finite type form in powers of 9 .

3. By means of these perturbation theory ^l calculate

the renormalization-group functions (13)-(17), again in the fi-

nite type form in powers of Ĵ

4. Determine the relation between <? and 4 by means
do a

of the formulae (9)» and substitute it in the renormalization-

group functions (13)-(17) calculated according to point 3.

They will then adopt the form of finite series already in

powers of Q .



5. And, finally, by the formulae (12) calculate the renor

malization-group 2-t and not the perturbation theory ones, and

make no approximations. The series of exact perturbation theory

<?£ must transform into formulae (12). New, renormalization-

group ^l are infinite power series which are singular at

those values of Q where & is zero. These are the singula-

rities that define the infrared behaviour of the theory. The

transition from the finite series of perturbation theory to the

infinite ones is simply a more complete use of information

contained in the perturbation theory*

For the further advance and in order to obtain the integ-

ral representation for the pomeron propagator, we shall need

the Zs obtained from the perturbation theory. Letfs now turn

to the calculation of 2-i. in the one-loop approximation.

The lower order diagram contributing into the proper self-

energy part of the pomeron propagator (4) has the form

The calculations of the contribution of this graph are given

in 124»2°J. Making use of these results we obtain for the per-

turbation theory z?j, in the one-loop approximation

where



2 4 •'*
The vertex function in the one-loop approximation has the form *

ь =

where Ь is calculated inL
 4
J and we are not going to present

it here. At £o = fc>?»S"e = O Ь-^&Ягот (10) we obtain

To within the accuracy of terms of the order of Q we have

Let*s now pass on to the calculation of the renormaliza-

tion-group functions. Differentiating 2j, from (19) and (22),

replacing <? by a by eq.(23), we obtain generalized re-

normalization-group functions

where <? determines the position of the zero of S> -funci-ion.

At the point Я =• Q the p -function is zero and ? (<t )~>O

i.e. is the infrared stable point of the theory in the one-loop

approximation that we have been seeking. In the case of ^ -*>
=

= £ч — О we obtain

(25a)

That is Q /(16f)lB a fairly small value f Л it can serve as an

11 .



parameters fj , p and Ц
м
 . Its behaviour, depending on these

parameters, is considered in detail in L*"*l.

Let's finally calculate the renormaliaation-group 2 ^

by eq.(12). We shall obtain

It can be shown that if we expand 6^.(26) in series of О ana

again replace Q by О , we shall obtain the exact expres-

sions for J-i in the one-loop approximation of eqs.(i9) and

(22). Which raeans that all the perturbation theory series are

exactly restored from the renormalization-group results (26),

Z

at least in the first order by Q ,

Let's now pass on to the construction of integral repre-

sentation for the pomeron propagator. As already mentioned*-*
3
»

9,11,12,22,24]^
 i t i s t h e

 3p
e c i

fi
C
 character of RFT that name-

ly the bare values, and not the normalization ones, are obser-

vable in it. Therefore, later on we shall need the expressions

of £.£, versus 4 . In the one-loop case the problem becomes

much simpler I •<, since

«Tt and >̂g are smallL^ and we can assume to a fairly good

accuracy that

*~1 ~ ̂ (28)

It has been shown in I ̂ J that at the variations of It and p

from 0 to Ю, the exponent Cm changes by less than 1%. This

сеч* has been first considered in L
2 2
i, and in I

1 1
'

1 2
' a me-



thod of obtaining the representation for the propagator in the

case of arbitrary C« has been suggested. In '- ' both these
о

methods were used and they were shown to give the same results.

From eqs. (27) and (28) v/e immediately obtain

*
 ( г 9 >

As already mentioned in t
1 0
"

1 2
' 22,24J

 >
 ^ j £.^ are

finite values at fixed 10, 0LO) %Of E-̂ and K*- , therefore,

there appears an opportunity to calculate the poraeron propaga-

tor I , though, in fact, it is independent of См and K*

Cwch a manipulation seems somewhat doubtful. However, after

some analysis'- *" '
 2
»
 4
i it becomes obvious that al?. the

values ( 4 j IR ? Ел/, Kir etc.) related to the renormalization

r-iM

group may be used to define the derivatives of ( , if we

simply replace in them E ^ —• ~ с , К,у —* К .

The inverse non-renormalized total propagator, with an

imposed condition (7) that the intercept is a unity, is deter-

mined by integrating eq. (10) over E in the limits from 0

to E at fixed p and " replacing everywhere —H/v ~* E

and K * - K
l
 [10-12, 22,24]

 # W e s h a l l ob
tain

, (30)

о
where , , _ < *

(3D



All the derivatives o.f I | are determined from eq. (10). If

we make in them an inverse replacement — E*-» E: d *^

then

Since n and p are now fixed values, it follows from eq.

С18) that К and S
o
 must change in such a way, that к and

p remain fixed C
1 0
'

2 2
»

2 4
!.

Let's again return to *-£ which we shall now consider

not as renormalization constants but merely as derivatives of
Г»

1
'

1
 п.

/ , and to do this we shall make in £'t the replacement
г. ^

* - E and К*-*К . Making use of eqs.(26) and (29) we
obtain

where

As shovm in L
2
*i, all C^ are very weak functions of A, P

and ^^ , therefore, we shall later consider that

Making use of eqs.(6)* (8) and (33) let's calculate the deri-

К

nally obtain^
24
!

vatives of К and £o • Substituting them in eq*(32) we fi-

f



Ti4s is the desirable integral representation for the pomeron

propagator in the ове-loop approximation. Though the subinteg-

ral expression in eq.(36) cannot be expanded in series of per-

turbation theoryI
8
''' * , the expression for / , obtained

after integration, already can be expanded in such a series,

and moreover, it correctly reproduces the initial series of

perturbation theories. As it .?ill be shown in the next section,

not only the terms ~ x
o
 , but also the terms of the order 1

0
 ,

lacking in the initial series, are reproduced correctly. In

the case when

(C4f»-C,£). (37)

where j-4 (CL,b;c;^i3 the ordinary hyrergeometr-'~il Gauss-

ian function. The infrared asymptotics of eq.(37) has the form

In the perturbation theory limit B/Eo ">> i w e obtain

(39)

2
The term ̂  ^ e is an exact expression for the value



and the term *• 1
O
 , as it will be shown later, is numerically

equal to the contribution of 2 ^ •

3. Two-loop approximation

Let's continue the investigation of the pomeron propaga-

tor structure in the perturbation theory. Consider the two-

loop contribution in the pomeron Green function / . It has

the form

V - О I V "ŝ  \
 (40)

The contribution of these diagrams has been calculated in de-

tail in ref.[
25
3.

In accord with the rules of Reggeon diagram technique

„ г г
2л I

г г

j ял*;.

Prom (4) we obtain

- *.Г'<42)

r
where i I from eq.(36) should be expanded in series up to

1
the terms of the order X

o
 . The obtained expression should

be substituted in eq.(41) and be integrated.

r
 .It has

16



;he form

s = К + Pi t I s (43)
where

. I - 2 5 'In notations of ref. I-
25
' we shall have

= 2 {Л - Л +А \ {44Ь, (

А (44.)

( 4 5 а )

U 5 b )

17



All the integrals of Jj and I
 Vi
 are determined and cal-

culated in ref. f
2 5
? .

Consider the renormalization constants Hi. which will

be written in the two-loop approximation in the form

CO) , Cq». .

The index (o) ( & , D / in (46) implies that they contain h.

and p э and when passing to the final expressions, these

values should be renormalized (i.e.transform from n,-~n and

p
e
-»p ). This operation wasn't performed in refs

The values f£ and c/ are determined from the follow-

ing equations

ef
w
-№t/% Iff*Г,*')} J,.«в7«. Г/'' (47)

All the values of (47) are calculated in ref. i
2
^ . The fol-

lowing feature turns out: if we plot the terms of the order

7o obtained due to expansion of the one-loop £-'L from eq.

(26) in series of perturbation theory, on the one and the same

graph, they will exactly coincide with the graphs for J,$x> f$

and oly^ at all values of the parameters Ut f> and ^ .

The analysis shows that this is exactly what snould have

18



been in RPT at D»2. In fact, there were diagrams (18) and (21) "(.

in one-loop approximation, and their contribution was calculat

ed exactly, without any approximations. They were then insert-

ed into the renormalization group and the non-perturbation-

theory answer (26) was calculated, which later was expanded

back in series of perturbation theory. At the same time, be-

sides the one-loop contribution, the contribution of all two- .-•

loop diagrams, containing the graphs from (18) and (21) as

compound blocks, should have been reproduced as well. The -

r
LtL

Green funetioi- / then is reproduced completely, since in

the two-loop approximation thsre are only two graphs (40) comp-

letely constructed of diagrams (18) and (21). The vertex graphs

Iy from (44a) are composed of diagrams (21), and jg are

constructed of graphs (18), hence, the renormalization group

must correctly reproduce the sum !
 v
 •+ |

fi
 ,i.e. CX^Q, .It is

' impossible to construct the diagrams Г*
л
 from (44c) by means

of the graphs (18) and (21), therefore, in the one-loop appro-

ximation the renormalization group does not reproduce their

contribution, and, hence, we could have not calculated the

contributions of graphs (40) and (44a,b) at all, but limit

pi, a K-
ourselves to the calculation of I

 fc
 from (44c) and add its . :•

-mm " * X ' ' '-•

contribution to the perturbation theory expansion for £± , :

which can be obtained from (26) making use of eqs.(9) and (29).

The obtained total reversibility of the renormalization-group

transformations demonstrates the main advantage of the work

at D>2, namely a direct connection with the perturbation the-

ory.

Later for Ti and «v& the expressions
19



obtained after expanding the formulae (26) in series of per-

turbation theory:

b - £d - jfc• i i~ ?>] > (48a)С
 eT

f-&.(*-*]•

I _

where Q
t
 is calculated by the formula (45c).

At last, calculating all the necessary derivatives, per-

forming the renormalizations of all the values with indices

(0) and substituting all this in eqs.(13)-(17)
 f
 after fairly

long calculations, we finally obtain the following expressions

for generalized renormalization-group functions in the two-

loop approximation

9 .2 Г L t L , fc-Л

(49a)

(49b)

*
(49c)

20



У

* (50)

where

T- -X^t {(f-
-4 V

At |
e
=-K

l
= £o-0 v* obtain

Hence, when all the additional parameters of theory are equal

to zero / у X& end Ys are equal to their one-loop values

(24), and V. and a gain an addition due to the contribu-

0% Г
 Г

1,г
tion of nonplanar graphs I g . Namely due t-o the fact that

У etc. ere equal to their one-loop values, and the addition-

al terms (except Q4 ) in eq.(49) occur only due to the renor-

malizations of additional parameters, the expansion of one-

loop results in series of perturbation theory coincides with

the two-loop calculations with an accuracy to the terms con-

taining

21



Consider now the obtained two-loop в -function of

Gell-Mann-Low. Let's first investigate it at zero values of

the parameters y
o
 •= fc = Ь „ = E . we have

£ (L - О.Ш Ч- £- 0.01S&) (55)

which is in fairly good agreement with the previous results in

[15-17] # (In [15,16] a b±t larger value was stained for ds ,

since the authors had multiplied the contribution of the third

diagram from \s not by Уг but by 2. Л similar error was com-

mitted in refs.I ̂ '
 8

* ) .

Prom eq.(55) we see that in the two-loop approximation

г

•fche & -function does not have a real zero at Q > О . This

mustn't be a surprise, since in all previous works both atD=2 t
1 5
"

1 7
! and in t -expansion C

1
4,18,19]

 ( a t £ ,2) the

tv/o-loop ft -function had no zero. In reft I •" it was obtain-

ed that in the three-loop approximation the p -function had

no zero at the point Q /16JT
 в
 0.13» Besides, it was shown

Гол 2il

in
 tfc

"»
c
'J that when taking into account the higher order

perturbation theories, the RPT at D=2 should have a stable

infrared point P (£i with p (?) ̂  ^ . Therefore, following
refД , we shall look for the zero of Э -function with the

help of Pade approximation. The Pade approximant for the <J -

function fixed by eq.(55) has the form

f^K-x9AlMiAI (56)

with a zero at the point

•Э2



At the zero values of parumeters we obtain

(58a)

which is in excellent agreement with the value

(58b)

obtained in Cardy's works'- • ' when higher terras of pertur-

bation theory at D=2 are taken into account. Besides, this va-

lue is in good agreement with the number

= O.2 + G.ZS
(59)

obtained in ref. I ** in £ -expansion using Pade-3orel ap-

proximation. The values Я /i.61T obtained by neans of three

so different methods turned out to be very close to each other.

It follows from here that the present quantity of this value

apparently must not differ strongly from the quantity (58).

The fact that the two-loop Э -function has no infrared

stable point is apparently the reflection of the fact that be-

ginning with the two loops the character of the perturbation

theory series is changed: in the one-loop case the Green func-

tion has u logarithmic behaviour in E , and all the other or-

; ders of perturbation theory make contributions exponential

Щ. with respect to 1/E » therefore, due to the change of mode

i • • • •

#; of the propagator behaviour one cannot limit oneself to two-

Щ loop approximations only. The three-loop calculations in L
1
*^

Щ have shown that the zero in P> -function has again been res-

, tored. Besides, Cardy has shown in C
2 0
»

2
'! that the contribu-

;• tions of the perturbation theory higher orders in P -function

23



at D&2 form a sign-stable series, which provides the existence

of infrared stable point in RPT at D»2. And the fact that by

шеапз of Pade approximation namely Cardy's resultl * •* has

been obtained, and not that of HarringtonI '* , shows that the

Fade approximant (56) describes the structure of f> -function

in much more exact way than the perturbation theory, even at

the three-loop level* Therefore, in our further calculations

we shall use the & -function having the form (56).

Let's calculate with its help the renormalization cons-

tants ZL\ . Substituting (49) and (56) in eq.(12), we shall

have after integration

' 2
3
 = g-U-fifth Ф ; г.- а-А'/Ч

where the following notations are introduced

and

All the values of У> and p> are defined in the formulae

С49М5Э).

In fig. 1 the results are given of numerical calculations

on a computer for the critical exponents C; and &



in the two-loop approximation at various values of parameters

^
u
) n and p . It can be seen that at reasonably small

values of ̂  all Cj depend very weakly on h and p ,

therefore, we shall assume later that

! (63)

Let's present here the values of Cj that we are going to use

in the future

- -0.555; c
%
*-C

3
/z* 0.277; О = 0973. (64)

9/itfi * 0.254; ft = -0.171; в
г
« 0.0158; р(Л* 0.458.

If we expand the renormalization-group constants Zj. ̂

series in Я and pass from Q to 0 and from CL'
L
 to

Co; <э С do
Ct^ then the perturbation theory initial series will be re-

jtored with absolute exactness, which is a verification of

the validity of the carried out calculations.

4. Integral representation for the pomeron propagator

in the two-loop approximation

We shall further follow the technique described in detail

in refs. [
11
'12,22,24,25] ^ д

 i n 8 e c t i o n
 ^

0 o f t h i s
 paper.

Consider now eq.(60) at small Ь, р and ̂
M
 . We can write

that in this case

(65)

% *
 1
* C

5
- - С » -0.555; I - Й; C« - 0.973* 1

Hence

25



Shis formula is the analog of eq.(29) in the two-loop approxi-

mation. Expressing Я via E we shall obtain

where

Substituting (67) in (60) we obtain the following expression

for the renormalization constants Z-£ via E. and ^o :

where

(70)

V/e shall carry out all further calculations at So =• О and

snail h and \ . Prom eq.(39) v/e have

Besides

Differentiating (72) with respect to E v/e obtain

( 7 3
>

Substituting eqs.(69) and (73) in (71) we obtain the desired

integral representation for L I in the two-loop approxi-

mation
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At yo% 0 an^ fixed )r\, E Q is independent of £ , end

eq.(74) can be integrated. ;Ve shall have

=-|re X

(75)

v/here ^ (в., Ь, С ,• X,^ j is the confluent hypergeometric

function of two second order variables. At F/E
o

 < <
 i-

 w

at asymptotics

. (76)

Expanding all ф ^ in (75) in series in J\. , which in turn

should be expanded in series in powers of X , we 'hall obtain

the following asymptotic expression for the pomeron propagator

in the two-loop approximation with an accuracy to the preasymp-

totic terms of the order

if«.
(77)

The main difference of eq.(77) from the one-loop eq.(38) lie:

in the fact that in eq.(77)
f
 besides the constants C j , ther
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have appeared half-integral powers £ / ^ £ o . The coerficients

&i in eq. (77) are algebraic functions of h and dj, . Their

form is given in ref. *• '-* (see eq.(4.77)).

Consider now the limit of perturbation theory whenE0/E<*i

Then

Hence, the small value, by which the expansion may be carried

outt is I - Э . Making some transformations we obtain (in more

detail see £25J )

t Г VE) - £ - £-, [Ил (& Ш*Сс>) + Y(2) - f (1+ c
o
)J +

i i , . . , ^ , . , , ,•• <
w

where C
o
 = 0.116 is the critical exponent in the one-loop

z

case. The numerical coefficient before the term "" ™
o
 is exact-

ly the same as the one obtained in eq.(39) and before the

term *Z
e
 it is 8.81; in the one-loop case they have been 9.6.

This difference is due to the approximation made in eq.(65)

where we have replaced Co by a unit. As already mentioned,

the series (39) exactly coincides witJu the bare perturbation-

theory series. Hence the series (79) too is a fairly good ap-

proximation to the exact answer. Therefore, we shall later

make use of the approximation (65) and propagator (74).

5. Values under observation

In order to obtain the experimentally observed values,

one should have a pomeron propagator in (j>v-representatiou, '
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where J = Ум (.&/&о) is the rapidity. The transition from

(B,K) -representation to (i/Д/-representation is carried out

by means of the Soramerfeld-Watson transformation from the pro-

pagator in (B, K^-representationat fixed fc = — "t . It has

the form

р
 (eo)

Let's now define the behaviour of total cross section at

asymptotic values of energy. Substituting the propagator (77)

in (80), we obtain at %
O
-S

Q
- О

where

The values J)-
L
 are rather bulky combinations of the values

C j
;
 fc_ and QL . Therefore, we do not bring them here (see»- Щ,

The expression (81) is very much like the one-loop cross sec-

tion L
2
4J ^ only now the rate of the growth of total cross

section has increased: if in the one-loop case the cross sec-

tion has been growing as J , now it grows as 3 , which

is in good agreement with Cardy's results L
2 0
»

2 1
i.

The analytic structure of the propagator (77) singulari-

ties in complex E -plane at f ~ К
 e
 %

o
 — О is quite

iS.



simple: there is only one cut beginning at the point £ - О

and directed along the positive part of the real axis.

Consider now various particular cases of propagator (77)•

At d = 4
0
~° and p/0 we have

In the first approximation over E/EO "
С<
Л the propagator

(77) has a pole at P
nOk
 *s-£if(l-Qg) . At smell E and So

we may assume that p ^ P =--^S0/E , since Cj-c<jf • Then the

position of the pole in £ -plane will be

(84)

besides, the propagator will have a branch point at

and the structure of singularities in £ -plane will have the

form shown in fig. 2. Hence, when the pomeron intercept is

smaller than a unit, the main singularity is the simple pole

to the left of unit in I -plane I11»t2,23-25]# T h e t o t a l

cross section will have the form

1'**1 {tco (86)
•That is, with the increase of energy the total cross section

exponentially decreases at £ o > О .

At %„ Ф О and p = h = О the total cross section at

esymptotics has the form

( 8 7
>
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Thus, like the one-loop case I ** , the introduction of the

pomeron production threshold affects only the rate of approach-

ing the scale limit, but doesn't alter the limit itself.

In fig. 3 the relation <»«* W A s W < ° J is given for

the asymptotic solution (81) and for the perturbation theory

series taken up to terms of the order *£o • Besides, for com-

parison, the one-loop result from I *̂ is given. The one-loot

solution begins to coincide with that of perturbation theory

already at У «г 5. The two-loop solution is exactly equal tc

that of perturbation theory at the point i /
=
E

o
 & 17.6,

which corresponds to the energy & • 4.8 • 10' GeV , never-

theless, already at fairly small energies these two curves

come very close to each other. We may apparently consider that

at the energies accessible today we are at the very beginning

of transition region, and a 2 order energy increase should al-

ready lead to asymptotic behaviour of cross sections corres-

ponding to eq.(81). At numerical calculations the following

values were taken for, the constants

*l* - 0.36; 0*
0
' - 0.5; E. - 0.123 (88)

The most optimistic value was taken for the constant t
o
 from

ref. i"* '-•'•'J. The answer proved to be not very sensitive to the

value 1, . »

Let's now obtain the differential cross section in the

asymptotic limit. We have

where В • 0.31. The further plan is stated in detail in
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ref s. L 4' **. Using the iteration method we solve eq.(89) witt

respect to -£/E o . Replacing in the integral (80) the varia-

ble, we make a transition to the h -plane instead of integ-

rating over E . It turned out that at E = 0 there is al-

ready no singularity, since к *** E at £ -* О . Besides,

the singularity at l\--& is mapped into the point &- o°.

г

The main singularities at the E -plane at к > О will be a

moving (as a function of к ) pair of complex-conjugate branch

points. In fig. 4 the complex E -plane is shown at \\Ф0. Its

mapping into h -plane is shown in fig. 5. Finally we obtain

in the first approximation by Е/Ё
о
 "that

^ r 2 ; ( 9 0 )

where К Co) = £
0

/Too „- J*E«^ (*P f Л
and

-с/г -c/z

j

, ho-
 X 4

where .P denotes the integral as a basic value, and h
0
 de-

notes the position of the' propagator pole in n -plane* Be-
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sides, following [
11
»

12
,22,24] we have introduced the folio*

ing ;. Nation

- fp (95)

Г»
2

The computer-calculated function г (*) is shown in fig.6.

The second term in the asymptotic expansion r (̂ »
 K
 J may

be obtained in the same way*- ' ̂ * but its calculation doesn't

make much sense, since RFT gives information only on the ima-

ginary part of the amplitude. 2he quantity of the real part

contribution in the differential cross section may reach 10^

and even be more than the second tern.

The contribution of the pomeron propagator in the diffe-

rential cross section of the process £—* А. паз the Torn

where p. (t) is the residue of the pomeron. If we take cons-

tants instead of в.* , and instead of B
o
 > Cj, ana CX

0
 sub-

stitute the obtained numbers, it will turn out that the calcu-

lated differential cross section is in excellent agreement

with experimental data at maximum attainable energies S/JS =

53 GeV (fig. 7). In spite of such an agreement, we mustn't

attach a special importance to it, sinco we have here neglect-

ed many effects which should have been taken into account in

successive phenomenological analysis [«'•''-'TI. Besides the reul

part of the amplitude, we have not taken into account the con-

tributions of nonamplified L"J £nti oemiamplified graphsL-^I,

of secondary poles and possible four- (and more) pomeron ver-

tices, which must make at such energies a substantial contri-
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bution. However, in spite of all the above stipulations, the

fa«t that the theoretical differential cross section has a dip

in the required place —~t * 1.25 and manages to drop by six

orders to -£ ^ 1 indicates that the asymptotic limit may come
I

not at J5b Eo but much earlier. This is supported by the beha-

viour of total cross sections presented in fig. 3.

6. Conclusion

In the present work as well as in refs.L *' * a general

method of constructing an explicit representation is developed

for the pomeron propagator, when there are complementary dimen-

sionless parameters, such as the pomeron production threshold

5O or the intercept shift £*o . Besides, the contribution o:

the pomeron propagator in the angular distribution of elastic

cross section is calculated. The developed method is shown to

be applicable in both one-loop and two-loop cases.
2.

The problems connected with К and the subcritical po-

meron (the renormalized intercept 0^(о) < JL ) essentially

differ from the problem of introducing a thrshold. The thresh-

old leads to the dimensionless parameter of the type 5^-»—5
O
E

which may be described as "unessential", since it doesn't alter

the asymptotic limit (eq. (87)). When £-• 0 , at the asympto-

tics ^ —» О and all quantities adopt the values they have

ha'd when there was no threshold. Thus the zero of 0 -function

is stable with respect to the threshold, which is an example

of Wilson universality!-^ '•*. The large values of the parameter

Ч.ЛЪн^O.L) physically do not make any sense, since the expe-

data afrow that f о
 te
 Z qnd 3,pJTge 9* correspond..
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to large £ which are far from asymp-coxic values that we are

interested in.

z
The dependence on К and the subcritical pomeron are an

example of "nontrivial" parameters. For example, the dimension-

less parameter р-=--^^/Ъ is nontrivial, since the limit

E~*O doesn't bring the critical exponents to the values they

have had at £- Q , since the fixed point is unstable when the

bare intercept changes. This should have been expected also for

physical corsiderations: at &
О
Ф О a simple renormalized pome-

ron pole is the main singularity at asymptotic energies. At the

same time there isn't any storage of singularities and there is

no critical phenomenon, therefore, the asymptotic solution can-

not be characterized by the approach to the fixed point.

In [11,12,22,24]
 a m e t h o d o f

 treating the nontrivial pa-

rameters was developed. In consisted in the construction of an

integral representation for the propagator with a corresponding

set of fixed dimensionless parameters ( n and p were fixed,

К and b weren't). In the case of subcritical pomeron this

has led to exponentially decreasing total cross sections (eq.

(86)). When К ФО this method has allowed to calculate the dif-

ferential cross sections (eqs.(9O)-(96)). The obtained diffe-

rential cross sections agree with the results of lH»'
2
»

2 2
i
 f

though they have been calculated in the one-loop approximation,

as well as in £, -expansion (in *- * ).

Consider in more detail the question of the asyuiptotics

of total cross sections. As shown in L"J, the correct conside-

ration of energy dependence of jet-enhancement coeffici-

ents results in the fact that in_the energy interval. from



500 to 5.10* GeV the total cross sections increase as

and this increase is due to the "dying out" of contributions of

quasieikonal nonanplified branchings *••'•'•» , without considera-

tion of any amplified graphs. In this case the rate of the in-

crease of total cross sections is slowed down, and at energies

higher than КИ GeV the cross section increases as

<=S«o. ос А- b/tU& (97)

If v/e don't take into account the diagram amplification, such

a behaviour will continue ad infinitum. Consider now what will

happen if v/e include the amplified graphs.-The first diagram of

the type (18) occurs at energies higher than 1Cr GeV, the graphs

of the type (4-0) start functioning at energies higher than

2.10^ GeV, and at the further increase of energy diagrams of

still higher orders are engaged. All this happens on the back-

ground of ordinary nonamplified contributions which give first

cross sections increasing as JOn & , and then - by eq.(97).

According to fig. 3, the asymptotic behaviour of the contribu-

tions of amplified diagrams must begin with energies of the or-

der 10^ GeV, but at these energies the contribution of nonamp-

lified graphs is still fairly large. Therefore, it will be very

difficult to answer the question: due to what mechanism the

increase of cross sections takes place ? Is it due to nonamp-

lified branchings or due to the asymptotic shape of the pomeron

propagator ? '£o answer this question we shall need measure-

ments of total cross sections with \% errors at quite fantastic

energies of the order several million GeV. All that has been

said at the end of the previous section about the beginning of
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the transition region, has concerned only the contribution of

amplified diagrams in the total pomeron propagator. For concrete

predictions one should take into consideration all contributions

of nonamplified and semiamplified diagrams. The method of their

consideration is developed in much detail in refs. L2^»28,31-36^

In conclusion the authors would like to express their gra-

titude to A.Ts.Anjatuni, S.G.Matinyan, A.B.Kaidalov, L.N.Lipatov,

K.G.Boreskov, A.A.Grigoryan, G.K.Savvidy and A.Sedrakyan for

continuous and fruitful discussions.

<0;0)
(0;0)

—(.1;O>

-•-• <0j0)

1' t.V.O )

^ ~«W»

I t I I I
0 A 810

h

Fig. 1 Critical exponents C s , C^ and C* and

versus h, p and

9

in the two-loop approximation.
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I
I

Pig. 2 Structure of singularities in H -plane at £o -=k Q

and Y. =

Fig. 3

1.5

> i

10 IS 20
V.tnWt.»

Э0

Comparison of total cross sections obtained from рез
 ;

turbation theory and from the scale solution (81). :

a) In the one-loop approximation: solid line - азупц;

totic solution, dashed line - perturbation theory uf

to terms л- *£„

ory up to terms

, dashed-dot line - perturbation the •

*ta . b) In the two-loop approxima

tion: solid line - asymptotic solution, dashed line
6

perturbation theory up to terma *>•* *t9 .
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g. 4 Singularities at asymptotic pomeron propagator in com-
er £

plex u -plane at К у О* Ihe cross shows the posi-

tion of the pole corresponding to n
0
 • The dashed

line shows the integration outline.

-БГ\

Fig. 5 Singularities of the pomeron asymptotic propagator in

complex П rPlane. The cross indicates the position

of the pole n
o
 , and the point he. is the image о

branch points in E -plane.
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«Г =

Fig. 6 Squai-e cf asymptotic scale function fj_ Cxjfrom eq.

(91).
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кг*

t.5 t

-KGtV(c>*

Fig. ; Comparison between the I3R data at Еде в 53 GeV and

the asymptotic solution of eq.(96).
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